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Foreward: There are several great reasons to convert a VS-840 to an EX OS v2.05 with an IDE 
Flash Media (CF or SD) Adapter. 1) Silent operation. 2) Song backup to a PC equipped with a 
Flash Media reader/writer. VS-840 formatted disks are FAT16 and recognized by Windows OS. 3) 
Convert VS-840 sound files to WAV using Roland's free BR8 to WAV Converter software program 
available from the http://www.rolandus.com. It even converts VS-840 MT1 files (Jim Y*).

Prerequisite and Qualifications: These instructions assume your VS-840 has been updated to 
EX OS v2.05. While the CF and SD mods work with GX OS v2.52 (marcomenator*), the GX has 16 
V-tracks which means songs must be converted to EX format (8 V-tracks) before using the Roland 
BR8 to WAV Converter. Several users have flashed their GX machines backward to EX OS v2.05 
to take full advantage of the CF and SD mods. Flash update files and instructions are on the 
Roland US site.

Caution and Disclaimer: No warranty is expressed or implied herein. Use these instructions at 
your own risk. If your VS-840 suffers a BAD FLASH, or you break it doing the hardware mod, you 
are responsible. If you live where it's dry and cold, take appropriate anti-static precautions.

CF Adapters that work in a VS-840EX with v2.05 OS:
P/N: ACS-CF-IDEToCFA from http://www.acscontrol.com (John444*) (US)
P/N: ADIDECFB or ADIDECFW from http://www.addonics.com (Stickman II*) (US)
P/N: EN-CF-IDE from http://www.bwct.de (Kissfan*) (Finland / Germany)
P/N: IDE-412.HS from http://www.prestico.com (Jim Y*) (UK)
P/N: IBCF from http://www.ibt.ca (Desoto*) (Canada)
P/N: ADIDECF from http://www.addonics.com (Tim_SO*) (Works with EX v2.00) 

SD/MMC/MS Adapters that work in a VS-840EX with v2.05 OS:
P/N: SY-IDE2MC-4 from http://www.syba.com (SD/MMC/MS adapter) (John444*)
P/N: SY-IDE2MC-4A from http://www.syba.com (SD/MMC/MS slot works, CF slot does not) 
(John444*)
P/N: SY-IDE2MC-4B from http://www.syba.com (SD/MMC/MS slot works, CF slot does not) 
(eclectic_eel* and 1johnnylynn1*)

DISCONTINUED CF and MULTI Adapters that work in a VS-840EX with v2.05 OS:
P/N: AEIUDMD and AEIUDMD9 from http://www.addonics.com (Crennau*)
P/N: IISDMC from http://www.shopdigi.com (Crennau* and Randygo*)

CF and MULTI Adapters that DO NOT work:
P/N: AEIDEDMD4B from http://www.addonics.com (Tonj* and SiFu*)
P/N: ADIDESDB from http://www.addonics.com (1johnnylynn1*, SiFu* and eclectic_eel*)
P/N: OnSpecInc 90C46 chipped board, p/n B29811 from http://www.onspecinc.com (John444*)
P/N: SY-IDE2MC-4A from http://www.syba.com (SD/MMC/MS slot works, CF slot does not) 
(John444*)
P/N: SY-IDE2MC-4B from http://www.syba.com (SD/MMC/MS slot works, CF slot does not) 
(eclectic_eel*)

A few things you should know:

Not all Flash Media cards are compatible.
A partial list of known compatible CF cards are:
● TwinMOS 512Mb, p/n FCF512S (Jim Y*)
● PQI 512Mb, p/n AC16-5120-0121 (John444*)
● Rosewill 512Mb, p/n RCF512 (John444*)
● Lexar 512Mb, p/n 2175 and p/n 2431 (DrMarvelo*) and 2434 (pahollenbergs*) and 

2250A (GrahamP*) and Lexar 2175A (Jimmyrock*) 
● Verbatim 512Mb, p/n 47009 (Desoto*)
● Kingmax 512Mb, p/n KCF512M-TB (Jim Y*)
● Sandisk 1Gb, p/n SDCFB (Jimmyrock*)
● Lexar 1Gb, p/n CF1GB-231 (DrMarvelo* and Dhart*)
● Kingston Elite Pro 1Gb, p/n CF/1GB-S (Jim Y*)

A partial list of known compatible SD and MMC cards are:
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● inx 512Mb, p/n A371016 0512 0741 (John444*)
● Sandisk 1Gb, p/n BB0717612050D (John444*)
● PNY 1Gb, p/n SD-M01G 0521 TK0183L (John444*)

2) VS-840EX formatted 256Mb CF cards are incompatible with Windows OS. All 
256Mb CF cards suffer from the same format issue as ZIP 250 disks. While a CF equipped 
VS-840EX can use a compatible 256Mb CF card, Windows can NOT read or write to it.

This is an easy modification. Help is available at VSPlanet.com in the VS-840 forum.

Finally, thanks to Jim Yale who pioneered the CF mod and helped me find a CF adapter in the US. 
Thanks also to the Planeteers who've experimented with other drives and media and reported their 
findings, included herein. Now let’s make some sparks! (Just kidding )

Jack Helser, aka Cornjerker (formerly John444) at VSPlanet.com

Document maintained at http://vs840.vjam.net

* = Tested and Confirmed by VSPlanet member name.
















